It' s the THAT,Teacher
Ted Hipple some exprese not in Kansas Smart, was "Sorry . Yogi Berra entered Clinton presidential campaign kept workers on task by constantly telling them "It's the economy, stupid."
I'd like to modify that last line to open this admittedly biased piece about the value of adolescent literature in secondary school (grades six through twelve) English classes by suggesting that "It's the THAT, teacher." Said a bit differently but with the same intent: "The THAT of teenagers' reading is vastly more important than the WHAT." Pure and simple: I want kids to be readers, a goal I think I share with most English teachers. I worw however, about whether the common schoolhouse preoccupation with the classics-belles lettres-helps achieve this goal or, as I believe, runs counterproductive to it.
CLASSICS IN THE CURRICULUM
Readers of this journal need but a brief recounting of the pedagogical imperatives that sustain classic literature as a major part of the English curriculum. It has, after all, "stood the test of time." Classic literature also plays well in Peoria, with principals and school board members pleased that today's kids are getting the right stuff. out with bemusement, bought the required book at the same time they bought the Cliffs Notes about that book. Ugh.
The question thus becomes an easy one to ask-and, as it happens, in my judgment at least, an easy one to answer. The query: how do we get kids to read, not simply their assignments but just to read for the sake of reading? The response: use young adult literature.
YA LITERATURE
Much of what I said about classic literature above applies to young adult literature. Viewed one way, it has stood the test of time. If you think of the life span of adolescence as about four or five years--eleven or twelve to about sixteen or seventeen-then a work like, say, The Outsiders, which has been widely read for almost 30 years has, in effect, been around for six or seven generations of readers, as long relatively as late nineteenthcentury adult literature.
Adolescent literature can play well in Peoria, too. We do need to be patient, give it the same chances that the Bard has had, repeated exposure, continued support from teachers and librarians, but ultimately we will be rewarded with favorable community reactions.
I must acknowledge the potential censorship difficulties inherent in much adolescent fiction, but these, too, can be dealt with, I think, by a frank admission that adolescent literature typically focuses on adolescents' problems and in their language, a language that often features epithets stronger than "oh my goodness" or "shucks." All anyone, censors included, has to do is to listen to adolescents talk to each other to discover that the problems and language of the literature often mirror the problems and language of life.
Adolescent Can any teacher doubt the quality of these books, their importance, their usefulness with young adults? I hope not.
STUDENTS READ YA LITERATURE
Thus, there are lots of good reasons to use adolescent literature in the schools, but I've saved the best to last: students will read it. Get a kid 30 pages into a Paterson or a Crutcher, a Bridgers or a Brooks, and she'll finish it. If you share my judgment that the THAT of teenaged reading is more important than the WHAT, then I think you will also agree that young adult literature belongs in the curriculum in a central, not a peripheral, place, as readings in common, not just as books on a list of supplementary materials.
TEACHING LITERATURE
But I must return to pedagogy, both as culprit and as savior. Part of the problem of students' dislike of classic literature may-I'm hedging here-lie in outmoded and uninspiring methods of teaching that literature, an overweening focus on literary history and biography, for example; hunts for obscure symbols; lit crit kinds of activities that tease out tensions and ironies but make the book an intellectual artifact and not a living, breathing, meaningful, powerful, and potentially life-changing force for its readers. One is reminded of the pregnant warning from writer Flannery O'Connor:
If teachers are in the habit of approaching a story as if it were a research problem for which any answer is believable so long as it is not obvious, then I think students will never learn to enjoy fiction.
And enjoyment, I think, is what we're after, at least at the secondary school level, where our students are going to grow up to be pediatricians and politicians, carpenters and car mechanics, bookkeepers and beekeepers, but only very rarely English majors who need this early lit crit training. What we want is to excite them about reading while they are in school, help them share our love of it, so that they will remain readers when they are adults, readers at least of Michener if not of Melville. And they will be readers to their children, too, so that the cycle of enjoyment of print will continue.
READERS' RIGHTS
To that end teachers would find useful a marvelous little book by French author Daniel Pennac: Better Than Life (1994, Toronto: Coach House Press). In a series of short, pithy, and pointed chapters Pennac traces the reading habits of youth, from the pre-school delights of being read to, to the nervousness at school, where one MUST READ and, worse, MUST UNDERSTAND, and do both very quickly. And the longer the kid stays in school, for many youngsters, the worse it gets, with greater and greater pressures to read and understand. The joy of reading is gone. One of Pennac's chapters summarizes his concerns about the state of affairs in more than a few schools today:
To each his loneliness. The boy with his contraband notes on his unread book. The parents faced with the shame of his failure. The English teacher with his spurned subject matter. Where does reading fit in? (79) Pennac ends this important book with his Reader's Bill of Rights, some ten principles worth the attention of all teachers. Though not all will agree with every one of them, just thinking about these rights can change teaching habits and student attitudes and, I think, make reading the winner for both teacher and student. Here they are:
The right to not read. The right to skip pages. The right to not finish. The right to reread. The right to read anything. The right to escapism. The right to read anywhere. The right to browse. The right to read out loud. The right to not defend your tastes Pause for a moment over these rights. How might the implementation of one or more of them change literature classrooms? And would the change be for the better? Would it result possibly in the goal I am seeking, a focus on the THAT of students' reading, a lessening of the emphasis on the WHAT? I believe Pennac is right, that we must return to the joys found in the printed page, to that magic pre-school threesomeMom (or Granpa), the kid on her (or his) knee, and Dr. Seuss, all of them worrying about whether the cat in the hat will get the house cleaned before Mom comes home.
This, then, is my hope, as I concurrently thank you for reading all of this, that teachers of secondary school English take to heart my Carville paraphrase: it's the THAT, teacher. And if they do, I am confident that they will find in young adult literature a THAT well worth classroom time and attention. 
